
 
       Thursday 30th September 2021 

Virtual NEC Meeting facilitated via Zoom. 
7.30 pm – 9.30 pm  

 
ATTENDANCE: 

Jane Campion National Chairperson  JC Paula Devitt  Mayo Branch PD 

Una Butler Vice Chairperson UB Gillian Redmond Midlands Branch GR 

Mary Jordan National Hon Treasurer  MJ Brid Buckley North Dublin Branch BB 

Theresa Lowry-Lehnen PRO TLL Karen Canning South Dublin Branch KC 

Mary Osakwe  Administrator MO* Mairead O’ Dwyer South Tipperary Branch MOD 

Sara Garrett Membership Officer SG Deidre Farrell Roscommon Branch  DF 

   Mary Jordan Waterford Branch MJ 

PRESENT    Jennie Scott Wicklow Branch JS 

Dearbhla Delaney  Cavan/Monaghan Branch DD    

Maria Galbally Carlow Branch MG APOLOGIES   

Pauline McCaul Clare Branch PMC Patricia McQuillan Kilkenny Branch PMQ 

Jennifer Flaherty Cork Branch JF Audrey Kelly Louth/Meath Branch AK 

Deirdre Gillespie Donegal Branch DG Liz Kinane Limerick/Nth Tipp LK 

Siobhan Leacy Kildare Branch  SL Marie Harrington Wexford Branch MH 

      

 
MEETING OPENED 
Jane Campion (National Chairperson) opened the meeting at approximately 7.42pm to allow for all 
branch Reps to be logged in via Zoom facility and thanked everyone for attending.  
 
INTRODUCTIONS 
JC gave the opportunity for each branch Rep to introduce themselves, particularly as there were 
some new Reps present.  
 
APOLOGIES AND CORRESPONDENCE 
Apologise from the Kilkenny, Louth/Meath, Limerick and Wexford  
No correspondence was received to discuss.  
 
NEC MEETING AUGUST MINUTES  
Minutes from the previous NEC meeting were sent to all members prior to this meeting for 
comments and to be approved. MO read through all of the main sections of the minutes and asked if 
there were any questions or changes to be made. No amendments were requested. Therefore, the 
31st August 2021 minutes  were formally adopted.   
 
EDUCATION: IGPNEA EDUCATIONAL HUB 
 
TLL gave a brief update on the progress of the educational hub. 
There are 20 sections to the hub, 19 of which are now live.  
Each section of the hub has educational videos, articles, webinars, and other resources.  
Since the last NEC meeting, 18 OSCE videos have been added to the Procedures section.  
A new Pharmacology hub was added containing over 30 educational videos. 
Diabetes Self-Management videos were added to the Chronic Disease hub.  



The NEC would like branch committees to remind members of the fantastic resources contained 
within the hub. Also to remind members that this is their hub and if anyone has produced videos or 
articles that they would like to see added to the hub, please let us know.  
 
 

EDUCATION: IGPNEA/MEDCAFE WEBINARS 
IGPNEA have been working with Medcafe to develop a schedule of webinars for members to attend. 
We have recruited expert speakers on a wide variety of topics. The nine webinars we have had to 
date are:  

● Covid 19- An update for GPNs with Dr Brenda Corcoran Consultant in public health and 

RANP Orla Loftus Moran  

● How GPNs can support their patients through menopause with Dr Deirdre Lundy  

● Awareness of common STIs and safer sex with Anne Moriarty a Screening Liason Nurse at St 

James Hospital  

● Post-Acute Sequale of Sars Cov 2 Infection: Long Covid Care in General Practice Dr Noirin O 

Herlihy and Dr Brian Osborne and RANP Orla Loftus Moran  

● Importance of keeping good medical records with Diane Bayliss from MPS 

● Transactional Analysis and knowing yourself with PDC Nurse Patricia Mc Quillan 

● Polypharmacy and Deprescribing with GP and Pharmacist Dr Paul Ryan  

● The Role of the General Practice Nurse in Making Every Contact Count with Sandra Coughlan 

in the Head of Training and Programme Design, Health and Wellbeing, Strategy and 

Research, Healthcare Strategy, HSE and Nurse Gillian Redmond, GPN 

● Dermatology in Primary Care: All you need to know Dr Geraldine Morrow and ANP Kelly 

Impey 

All of the IGPNEA/Medcafe webinars receive NMBI Category One Approval. Members also receive a 
certification of learning through the Medcafe CPD Locker. This is for the most recent webinars only. 
For previous webinars the certificates shall be available through each member's CPD ePortfolio.  
The IGPNEA/Medcafe webinars are a great way for members to accumulate and prove CPD. 
They also create revenue for IGPNEA through a share of the sponsorship.  
As well as the regular webinars we will be introducing a series of mini or bite sized webinars at 
lunchtimes. The first will be on Thursday 7th October at 1pm on Hep C with Nurse Monica Blount 
from Beaumont Hospital.Monica is a Outreach Nurse specialising in Hep C 
These webinars are all recorded. Anyone that can’t attend live can watch them through the Medcafe 
website.  
 
EDUCATION: ICGP WEBINARS  
TLL explained that the ICGP has changed their process and now needs registrations from members 
who intend to attend that particular week’s webinar. Therefore a new Google form has been set up 
to allow members to register. This will be sent out by the membership officer each week.  
200 GPN’s attended the webinar on 29th September.  
The Webinars will now be every two weeks instead of weekly.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



EDUCATION: CPD ePortfolio 
JC informed everyone that she is delighted the CPD ePortfolio has now been integrated into the 
website and that it is ready to launch.  
MO gave a brief update. The CPD ePortfoilo’s are now available to all members through the IGPNEA 
website. These have been set up with a single sign on, meaning that once you are signed into the 
IGPNEA website you will be able to click straight through to your personalised ePortfolio without any 
further signing in.  
MO explained that we now have a certificate generating software through the CPD ePortfolio 
system. This allows us to produce personalised certificates for all IGPNEA hosted events.  
MO will be sending these out to all attendees of 2021 events over the coming weeks.  
Each time a certificate is sent by IGPNEA it will be emailed to the member, but it will also appear as a 
diary entry in your Portfolio with the certificate attached. You can then go into the Diary entry and 
write a reflection on what you have learnt.  
As we now have the certificate system in place, we can now issue certificates to Branches for each 
branch meeting that has an educational element. This will ensure that your branch meetings are 
recorded as CPD. All MO will need from the branch committee is the Name of the Meeting, The 
Date, and a list of the members that attended. MO can then send the certificates through the CPD 
system. This can be used as a great tool for Branch committees to encourage branch members to 
attend.  
 
We are pleased to let you know that as we have secured additional sponsorship through Medcafe 
webinars, this has allowed us to pay for the ePortfolio without any additional costs to the branches 
as previously discussed.  
 
GR asked what happens if they attend something outside of IGPNEA, can that be added to the 
portfolio. For example, the ICGP webinars.  
JC explained that we can not produce certificates for anything you attend that is not IGPNEA, but 
what members can do is create a diary entry and then you can take a picture of the certificate and 
upload it. So this portfolio allows you to record every piece of CPD you complete including HSeLand, 
etc.  
JC reassured everyone that this is a very confidential portfolio, no one from IGPNEA including MO 
will have access to your CPD that you add to it.  
MJ asked when you leave IGPNEA can you export all of the information you have added.  
JC confirmed that there really are three options. You can either leave and do nothing. But this means 
you won’t have access to what is there, or you can export a whole PDF file with everything that is 
added. This is a simple process and MO can help you with this. The 3rd option is to continue using the 
portfolio outside of the organisation. You would then need to pay the subscription yearly yourself 
and the team would work with you to transfer your portfolio from the IGPNEA network to their own 
main network.  
UB added that you can add all of your previous CPD to this portfolio as it allows you to select a date 
in the past for it. This means if you ever need to create a CV you can easily produce this at a click of a 
button and not have to be going through folders, etc.  
MO also added that there is a function to add a reminder for CPD that needs renewing. For example, 
in your BLS training, you can set a reminder for when that is due, and it will remind you each time 
you go into the portfolio until you upload a new certificate. It will also send you an email reminder 
that the CPD is due for renewal.  
 
 
 
 
 



 
ASSOCIATION FINANCES 
2021 accounts to date - overview  
MJ briefly explained that she gave a detailed explanation of the accounts at the June NEC meeting 
and broke that down to make more sense of the figures. She is not going to give an update today as 
the AGM is in two weeks and there will be a very in-depth breakdown of all finances.  
 
MJ updated everyone on the progress of the centralised bank account since the EGM motion was 
passed in June. As of this evening, five branches have successfully transferred their funds to the 
centralised account and closed their Branch account.  
MJ mentioned that one of the branches had tried to settle the room hire at a hotel for their branch 
meeting and was refused to pay by cheque as they are no longer accepting cheques and made them 
give a credit card. This really does highlight the need for the centralised account and that we are 
moving in the right direction.  
 
MJ asked if anyone has any questions in regards to finances in general or the centralised account? 
 
SIILO 

JC encouraged everyone to get their branch members on siilo, nearly 500 members on currently 
 
VIRTUAL AGM 2021 – SATURDAY 16th OCTOBER 
UB reminded everyone that the AGM will take place on the 16th of October 2021 10am -12pm 
We have two interesting speakers: Dr Tom Barrett from the National Immunisation Office and DR 
Brendan O’Shea giving a presentation on End-of-Life Care.  
We will also go through the usual AGM business. 
 
ANNUAL REPORT 
This is being worked on and we are waiting for a few submissions and also the head shots of all of 
the branch committee members. As soon as we have these, the report will be finalised.  
 
CODE OF CONDUCT  
 

JC opened the floor for general feedback on last meetings' discussion on code of conduct.  

JC mentioned that last time some felt a Code of Conduct for all members might not be 
necessary but maybe more of an ethos for our organisation that members tick that they have 
read when they join.  

PD added that the Cork branch felt a Code of Conduct for members was not needed as 
members all have to be registered with the NMBI to join IGPNEA and this would cover their 
conduct as IGPNEA members. They felt Branch Committee members should sign as they are 
representing the organisation but not individual members.  
JS suggested a ‘Mission Statement’ instead of a Code of Conduct.  
GR reiterated what reps were asked previously that Branch Committees should sign a Code of 
Conduct. JC explained that the results from this showed that Branch Reps all agreed that Committee 
members should sign and couldnot hold a position if they refused.  
 
KC added that she was not happy with some of the wording and would like to speak to the NEC to 
change the wording before next year’s version is signed.  
NEC all agreed that they were happy to speak to Karen about this.  
 
 
 



 
VOLUNTEER ROLES  
UB updated that we have had a few volunteers for the WONCA conference which is great.  
We also still need members to put themselves forward for NEC roles at the AGM for Chair, Vice-
Chair, Treasurer and PRO. 
 
 
NOMINATIONS FOR NEC OFFICER ROLES FOR THE AGM 
JC added that all of the outgoing NEC Officers will be very happy to help any new incoming Officers. 
JC asked if anyone here this evening would like to nominate themselves.  
If anyone would like to discuss the roles or get some advice about what the roles are like, please 
contact the existing NEC Officers.  
 
PHOTO COMPETITION FOR AGM 
UB explained that we will be holding a fun photo competition for members at the AGM. There will 
be some great prizes.  
The competition has 3 categories.  

1. Branch Local: This is to be a picture of something that represents your county. A scenic shot, 

etc.  

2. Wellbeing: This is a photo of something you enjoy doing during your down time: This is any 

photo taken by you that you feel will make people laugh and smile  

We will have all of the entries playing in a video format at the AGM and the winners will also be 
announced on the day.  
 
SPONSORSHIP FROM FORMULA MILK COMPANIES 
JC mentioned that last meeting we asked for the Branch Reps to get feedback from their branches 
on continuing to accept sponsorship from formula milk companies and opened up the floor to 
discuss this.  
MOD said that South Tipp feels we have to be broadminded and support problem feeders and they 
would not be in support of a ban on this.  
JS agreed that Wicklow felt the same and when the formula companies do sponsor, they don’t push 
the products and we need to continue to create that relationship with them. 
KC added that last time JC mentioned that ICGP will no longer accept sponsorship from these 
companies, however, we are very different to them in the fact that GPN’s are the ones having these 
conversations with mothers and not the GP’s. We should be encouraging choice and that means 
formula too.  
JC added that it's not that NEC wants us not to accept sponsorship, but the topic came up and they 
felt it should at least be discussed.  
DD added that Cavan/Mon agreed they would want to continue the relationship with the formula 
companies. She added that the baby is already established on its type of feeding by the time they 
meet them so they will not necessarily be influencing them, and they need to be able to talk to 
mothers about what is available.  
JC summarised that it looks like all are in agreement to carry on accepting sponsorship.  
GR added that Midlands agreed that we should accept sponsorship but that we should put out a 
strong message that we do promote breast as a first option and if we do not engage with the reps, 
we will not have up to date product information.  
 
 
 
 



 
MOTIONS FOR THE AGM 
JC explained that we had talked about two motions at the last meeting.  
The first was to add in the option for a branch to hold an EGM if they needed to change committee 
members midterm. There were no objections to this being put forward as a motion at the AGM.  
The second motion was to be around rolling membership, however, the discussions around this have 
raised a lot of practical questions in terms of how this would work. The NEC now feel that putting 
this through for this AGM would be rushing this and we may be better to discuss this more as an 
organisation over the coming year and then propose it as a motion at the 2022 AGM.  
KC asked if there was a way something could be looked at this year, otherwise it will be 18 months 
before changes are made. She suggested we look at members paying mid-year, so they are not 
paying for everything in December and January.  
UB explained that a rolling membership will create a lot of work for the Membership Officer. 
GR mentioned this has come up before over time and the reason they decided on January as 
renewal time as people just got confused when they paid.  
GR also added that maybe we can add for new members that if they join halfway through the year, 
they only pay half the membership but the next year they have to pay a full year.  
All agreed that we need more time to explore options and we need to wait until next year.  
JC declared that we will defer this to next year.  
 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT COORDINATORS   
PMQ was not available to attend the meeting. Therefore there was no PDC update.  
 
CONFERENCE 2022 – WATERFORD – MAY 13th and 14th 2022 
MJ confirmed that the Waterford conference will go ahead. The Waterford branch had concerns 
regarding on-going restrictions but were hopeful and plans were to continue preparations. 
JC confirmed there will be some fantastic speakers and it will be a great educational programme.  
 
 
AOB 
CDM ELEARNING  

UB mentioned that Kathy McSharry is producing a CDM eLearning, HSELand module, geared 
towards newer GPN’s, launching in November and Kathy had mentioned that ICGP had added 
their logo to it and asked if IGPNEA wanted to do the same.  

Everyone agreed that this would be a great opportunity for us.  
 
MEMBERSHIP CARD  
JF asked if there were any plans to have a membership card for members. This could be an ID card 
but also has membership offers for discounts, etc  
JC mentioned this has not been explored but we could look into this, she is not sure how we would 
produce a card but maybe a certificate.  
UB added we could get discounts with uniform companies, etc 
JF added this would be good as she has to source all her own uniforms.  
 
JC closed the meeting and thanked everyone for the work they do for the organisation. 
GR added that the NEC reps would all like to thank Jane, Una, Mary and Theresa for the work they 
have done this year. It is all voluntary and they have all worked so hard. Also MO, SG and MS. We 
have all dragged the organisation into the new century . 
 
 
 


